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VISION
To see individuals live their full potential in intimate relationships and families
in a society that is free from gender-based violence.

MISSION

To advance a coordinated, multi-sectoral, culturally competent restorative
justice response to violence against women and children by:
Being a resource to religious leaders, institutions and faith communities as they hold
offenders accountable and ensure the safety and empowerment of victims/survivors
by offering opportunity for truth-telling and healing of individuals and families; and
To challenge from a theological perspective patriarchal traditions and other root
causes of intimate partner abuse and violence which destroys the dignity of women,
children and men; and
To encourage the promotion of scriptural and theological teachings that encourage
intimate relationships that set people free to live to their full potential in supportive
unions.

OUR VALUES
Faith and Family
Respect and Human Dignity
Compassion and Ubuntu
Collaboration and Partnership
Conversation and Dialogue
Listening and Learning
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BOARD MEMBERS
◄ Reverend Zukisa Fumba
Chairperson

◄ Sondra Bailey

Deputy Chairperson

◄ Bulelwa Ntshingwa
Treasurer

◄ Nita Makanjee
Secretary

◄ Batool Haider
Member

◄ Veliswa Baduza
Member

◄ Anisa Mahmoudi
Member

PATRONS
◄ Archbishop
Dr Thabo Makgoba
◄ Reverend
Mpho Tutu-Van Furth

STAFF & CONSULTANTS
◄ Elizabeth Petersen
◄ Katie Roman
◄ Lynn-Joy Isaacs
◄ Louise Samuels

VOLUNTEERS, INTERNS & SCHOLARS
◄ Lettice Joemath
VOLUNTEERS
◄ Meagan Louw
HR Student,
Northlink College

STUDENT/INTERN
◄ Precious Bikitsha

History MA Student & History Access Scholar, UCT

◄ Danya Marx

Public Sociology & Social Anthropology MA Student,
Stellenbosch University

◄ Patsy Daniels

Community Development Studies,
Cornerstone Institute

SCHOLARS

◄ Dr Evelyn Parker
Fulbright Scholar
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BOARD MEMBERS
◄ Reverend Zukisa Fumba
Chairperson

◄ Sondra Bailey
Member

◄ Bulelwa Ntshingwa
Treasurer

◄ Nita Makanjee
Secretary

◄ Batool Haider
Member

◄ Veliswa Baduza
Member

◄ Anisa Mahmoudi
Vice-Chair

PATRONS
◄ Archbishop
Dr Thabo Makgoba
◄ Reverend
Mpho Tutu-Van Furth

STAFF & CONSULTANTS
◄ Elizabeth Petersen
◄ Katie Roman
◄ Lynn-Joy Isaacs
◄ Bathande Nhlapo
Admin Assistant
& Digital Support

◄ Louise Samuels
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Copy-Write and Editor

◄ Yolanda Smith

Communications & Logistics/
Admin Support

◄ Amit Makan

Website management
& digital marketing
support

VOLUNTEERS
◄ Meagan Louw
◄ Germaine Minto
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
The continuing life changing work of SAFFI, in reflection
about it since 2019 to 2021 deserves applauses, because
the vision of witnessing individuals and families in
living fullness of life through their intimate partnerrelationship(s) is traceable in the work done by SAFFI
within African and globally contexts. SAFFI’s focuses of
it’s work affirm the critical resource of inter-communal
sharing of the lived experiences with existing SAFFI
resources in dealing with gender related matters.
The organization’s work in 2019 & 2020 has influenced
denominational agenda of normal spiritual retreat through
their chief pastors to suspend business of normal spiritual
retreat for the sake of seeking freedom for all through
SAFFI’s services. The Methodist Church of Southern
Africa, of which I am the Highveld & Eswatini Gender
Desk Coordinator has been one of the leading Churches
in inviting SAFFI to help the Church to practically engage with gender
dynamics and it’s causes of woundedness to the Church.
During the past 2 fiscal years in review, the Executive leadership of
SAFFI and its entire team took time to strengthen the organization’s
work through academic studies. Refer to the Exuctive Director’s report.
The organisation has not been without struggles of uncertainty for
financial resources to keep going. As a result, the executive leadership
of SAFFI demonstrated selflessness during dry seasons and left
without receiving a salary either in full or partially while continuing the
work for societies to enjoy their fullness of life and be free from any
form of gender-based violence.
We have witnessed God’s favour since SAFFI’s inception when it
comes to the challenge of financial resources to sustain the work. The
recent attestation is that in late 2019 and early 2020 when funds were
almost too low to sustain the year 2020 a good Samaritan in the form
of Ford Foundation came at the right time.
The expression of the work of SAFFI through MAD (Men Affirming
Dignity) has attracted organizations that influenced and influence
the lives of many people in our community. MAD is a way of really
giving the other stories of men who respect and do not strip dignity
from women and other men. This work of Men Affirming Dignity the
brain-child of SAFFI Executive Director, Elizabeth is worthy of being
replicated in every home and community, so that all people can realise
their fullness of life without being tortured by others in their intimate
relationships.
SAFFI’s sacred conversations in communities and with communities
who have been wounded and those who have wounded others, is
one of the pillars of SAFFI’s work in the season under review as well
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and it will be so in the future. SAFFI realised far earlier the wisdom in
creating sacred conversations with faith leaders about perpetrators of
gender-based violence before many other organisations whose focus
have rightly only been on the work with victim/survivors of genderbased violence.
Therefore, MAD expression of SAFFI’s vision – is a recent extension
of SAFFI’s work and an intended work to not only hear stories of the
men affirming dignity but to share with other men in the communities
through the MAD stories on how to affirm dignity for others. In my
view, SAFFI’s work is an expression and declaration of God that the
entire people in the world are made in God’s own image.
To all sponsors who have made it possible and those who are making
it possible for SAFFI to do our work, we are deeply honoured by your
financial generosity and otherwise support – thank you so much!
Furthermore, the people who volunteer, the staff members, executive
director, and board members - your dedication and commitment in
affirming SAFFI’s vision do not go unnoticed – thank you so much!
As a man who is aware of a privilege I hold inherently in society over
centuries through patriarchal system to date – I wish to declare that
I personally believe and strive to live by the principles of affirming
dignity as a man who is one of the bearers of God’s image. My
involvement at SAFFI as a volunteer, is one of my attempts of
embracing and affirming dignity for women, men, and queer people.
SAFFI affirms all people, victim/survivors and perpetrators of intimate
partner relationship abuse, queer people, children, women, men. And
as SAFFI, we pray and work with others towards a free society from all
forms of abuse and violence based on gender.
You can make a difference where you are by affirming dignity of those
whose dignity have been stolen from them and not affirmed, take a
stand and join SAFFI’s work in whatever possible way you can!
“The earth is the Lord’s and everything in it, the world and its
inhabitants too “ (Psalm 24:1) You and the next person to you equally
belong to God , so take care of each other as the Lord cares for us all.

With Many Gratitudes,

Reverend Zukisa Fumba
SAFFI – Chairperson of the Board
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TREASURER’S REPORT
A brief overview of SAFFI’s financial results for the
2020 & 2021 fiscal years.
The government GBV and femicide command centre alone
recorded more than 120,000 victims in the first three weeks
of lockdown, said Rose Gawaya, a gender adviser at the
Social Policy Network. By mid-April, in Tshwane alone, the
call centre was receiving between 500 and 1,000 calls a day.
Vodacom’s support call centres saw a 65% increase in calls
“from women and children confined in their homes seeking
urgent help” after the lockdown began.
The economic environment directly impacted most families
as a result of the health issues brought on by the pandemic,
the lockdown, lower income generated, and increased
unemployment at times. The statistics in the paragraph
above is an illustration of the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic on communities where there was a rise in gender-based
violence incidents that were reported during the period under review.
The operational results for the financial years under review were
encouraging under the circumstances, cushioned by the cash and
existing commitment from funders that remained in the organisation
the previous year. Income from operations amounts to R417k, reflecting
a decrease of 2.3% relative to the prior year. Expenditure equated to
R723k, which represents a decrease of 11,2% as compared to the
prior year. The decrease in income is primarily due to lack of funding
from various other sources with reliance mainly in one funder during
this period. The recovery from pandemic is expected to improve the
fundraising activities by the staff and work towards achieving the
historical performance of the organisation in attracting income.
The cost containment by management needs to be applauded as it was
the decision of the Board to encourage management to be prudent on
expenditure considering the challenges being faced in raising funds
currently. This was not achieved by reducing programmes, it was a
principle of doing more with the resources available. Overall, the net
deficit for the year amounted to R306k against a deficit of R389k the
prior year. Management and the Board are continuously evaluating and
exploring alternatives with the vision of securing further income flows
to enable us to continue to service our communities. We are, as always,
most grateful to all our donors who share our vision, and to our staff for
their ongoing commitment to deliver quality service.

Bulelwa Ntshingwa
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
Amidst the unprecidented challenges that came with
the pandemic as well as the drying up of funds at the
start of 2020, we are grateful to report that with the
2020 and 2021 fiscal years also came the blessing of
securing meaningful partnerships; and learning new
ways of working.
The Pandemic:
Sadly several religious leaders contracted the
Covid-19 virus and many have succumbed during the
pandemic. On behalf of the Board and the SAFFI team,
we extend our heartfelt condolences to the families
and congregations of religious leaders who have
passed on. We remember fondly those faith leaders
who have worked closely with SAFFI to make their
places of worship sanctuaries of hope and healing.
May their souls rest in peace as we continue the
work. Furthermore, we extend our condolences to all our partners who
have experienced the loss of loved ones during this time. Apart from
the devasting loss of life, all the religious leaders were experiencing
unprecidented challenges with the extraordinary demands that came
with the pandemic. This required of us to come up with new ways of
offering support. We pray for God’s grace to accompany us all as we
proceed through our grief whilst we continue to bring hope and healing
to ourselves and all those who depend on our services.
Whilst navigating the pandemic, we have continued as best possible
to find new ways to advance organizational development and
sustainability in the direction of achieving our strategic objectives.
We are grateful for donor partnerships that understand the nature of
SAFFI’s work and the importance of funding our strategic objectives.
Strategic Objectives and Partnerships:
One of the key strategic objectives relates to the training and technical
support of religious leaders and faith communities. We are pleased to
report that the development, implementation and refining of SAFFI’s
domestic violence training and capacity strengthening model for
religious leaders and faith communities have been well established
during the first decade of our existence and we continue to refine it.
During the period in review we refined our curriculum and model. We
are also pleased to report that there is a growing acknowledgement
of our particular presence in the gender-based violence (GBV) sector
and faith sector in South Africa – a quest that continues with great care
and intentionality. During the period in review SAFFI has been invited
to give input into the National Strategic Plan on Gender-based Violence
& Femicide (NSPGBVF). We have shared SAFFI’s research reports and
participated in several working group discussion to help inform the NSP.
The other pillar of our work which is linked to the first strategic
objective relates to the advancement of culturally informed prevention
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EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR’S
REPORT

and intervention strategies pertaining intimate partner abuse (IPA). A
key focus here relates to work with men as well as strengthening the
capacity of faith communities as they intervene with men who abuse
their intimate partners. Supported by Evangelische Mission Weltweit
e.V., and the Ford Foundation we have been able to launch into the first
phase of the work with men i.e. research on intervention programmes
for men who abuse their partners as well as the research and
development of the Men Affirming Dignity (MAD) initiative. We have
also secured a partnership with the Iziko Museums of South Africa
where the MAD exhibition will be housed. The partnership with Iziko
is significant in this that the MAD exhibition is the first that captures
the social histories of “coloured” African men on the Cape Flats who
have retained their humanity amidst harsh realities of dislocation
and disposesssion. This exhibition is set to talk back at pre-dominant
narratives about black /African men as essentially corrupt, violent
and abusive. Through the MAD exhibition – which we plan to take
into schools, communities and valliges, we intend to spark a different
narrative which amplifies the humanity of African men who live their
lives affirming the dignity of women, men and children. The MAD
intitiative and its resource material will serve as a critical aspect of the
intervention training curriculum and programme for men who abuse
their intimate partners.
Organizational Capacity
Human Resource – during the period in review the core staff have
been engaged in studies. Lynn-Joy Isaacs successfully completed her
masters degree in Child and Family Studies at the University of the
Western Cape. Katie Roman’s lifelong dream of studying at a tertiary
institution finally came true as she enrolled at Cornerstone Institute.
She successfully completed and graduated with a Higher Certificate
in Community Development during the period in review. My doctoral
research project also intensified during these last two years and I am
pleased to report that my dissertation went for external examination
towards the end of 2021. Besides the fact that the core staff were
engaged in studies, the Training and Programme Development report
reflects the extent of our work during these two financial years.
Due to the uncertainties around the pandemic we had to become
innovative in terms of human resources to sustain and grow SAFFI’s
work amidst strict lockdown regulations. The following persons joined
the SAFFI team in various capacities: Bathande Nhlapo came on board
to assist primarily with the Men Affirming Dignity exhibition project.
We are delighted to have been able to expand our consulting team in
the persons of Penny Gaines (copywriting, editing, etc), Yolanda Smith
(Communications and Admin Support), and Amit Makan (website
management and digital marketing support). Furthermore, we
remain thankful for the ongoing meticulous work of our Bookkeeping
consultant, Louise Samuels.
SAFFI’s work in Africa and with Africans in the diaspora:
Consistent with our commitment to advance Afrocentric knowledge and
insights to expand culturally informed GBV prevention and intervention
strategies, we are pleased to report the establishment of meaningful
collaborations with some colleagues in the USA and Liberia.
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During the two years in review, SAFFI’s work was shared at several
webinars, lectures, conferences and speaking engagements in several
spaces in America. A special acknowledgement to Dr Oliver Williams
and the African American Domestic Peace Project (AADPP) for the
USA programme. We also extend a special thanks to Dr Traci West
and the Drew University Theological School, for hosting me as their
inaugural “Edward Long Peace Fellow”. Dr West explained that “This
Fellowship is named in honor of Edward Long, an Emeritus Professor
of Christian Ethics and Theology of Culture who taught at Drew
Theological School for a decade preceding his retirement. He dedicated
much of his research and writing in Christian Ethics to the study of
preventing and stopping violence in our globally interdependent moral
context.” The USA visit also including speaking opportunities arranged
by Fernando Mederos and Juan Carlos Arean from Futures Without
Violence at the Harvard Divinity School - Office of Sexual Assault
Response and Prevention as well as CONNECT in New York City.

2019-2020
&
2020-2021

At the request of Honourable Rosana Schaack - a Liberian colleague
whom we have met in 2008 during the Hubert Humphrey Fellowship
programme in Minnesota, USA SAFFI was invited to participate
and speak at the African Women for Jesus inaugural conference in
Monrovia, Liberia in 2020. This conference comprized of Christian
women faith leaders and pastors’ wives from across several countries
on the African continent and North America. It provided an opportunity
to introduce SAFFI’s work and to network with these incredibly
influential women faith leaders from various Pentecostal/Charismatic
denominations with the intent to establish collaborative relationships.
This conference is set to take off in various countries across the
African continent and we were pleased to have been able to introduce
our work of addressing the faith dimensions of GBV with these women
faith leaders. As the conference ended, plans were being explored
about ways of concretizing these initial engagements.
In conclusion, we extend our heartfelt thanks to our funding partners,
to the SAFFI Board and team for your commitment to the vision,
mission and values of the organization. To the religious leaders, faith
communities and the men involved in the Men Affirming Dignity
initiative, Thank You! Your contributions are invaluable! To our local
and international colleagues in the GBV and social justice sectors, we
appreciate the growing openness as we discern new ways of bringing
about hope and healing to women, men and families directly and
indirectly affected by the scourge of GBV/IPA. We are looking forward
to deepen the work in the years to come. Ours remain the task of
cultivating Ubuntu in intimate and trusted relationships. We remain
resolute in our quest to amplify faith and culture as resources to root
out GBV/IPA so that people can flourish in their intimate and public
relationships.

Elizabeth Petersen
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TRAINING AND PROGRAMME
DEVELOPMENT REPORT 2019/2020

This report reflects on programme
activities, training and events during the
period March 2019 – February 2020.
In preparation for the continued journey with Religious Leaders
and Faith Communities…
In starting this report, let’s take a glance at the strategies SAFFI has
used during this year to be able to share its vision and materialize its
mission with Religious Leaders, Faith Communities, and Civil Society as
a whole. SAFFI relied on the SAFFI Model, which includes establishing
contact with Religious Leaders, providing workshops, training, and
support through technical support and mentoring to Religious Leaders
and Stakeholders, offering psychosocial support services to religious
leaders in certain instances, through men’s work, and last but not least,
through its Theological Advisory Council on Gender-Based Violence
(TACGBV). Below is a breakdown of which strategies took prominence
in the 2019/2020 year. It is important to note that the greater percentage
is not reflective of the strategy’s importance, but rather, it is how the work
unfolded in consideration of the organisation’s strategic plan and available
resources.
Let’s take a look at how SAFFI showed up during the 2019/2020 year:
HOW DOES SAFFI DO THE WORK?

2%

2%

Advocacy
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46%

43%

Men's Work

7%

Psychosocial Support

SAFFI Model

TACGBV

SAFFI also has had a far reach over the 2019/2020 year. SAFFI was able to strengthen
partnerships with stakeholders in Gauteng and the Eastern Cape. In addition, the Executive
Director, Elizabeth Petersen, represented SAFFI in the United States of America (USA) where
she spoke and presented the work at various academic and community-based conferences
and events. This came about after a long-standing partnership with Dr Oliver Williams, whom
you would remember visited South Africa in 2018 and spent his time learning about the work
of SAFFI and how it engages faith communities on the issues of Gender-Based Violence
(GBV). After his time with SAFFI, he felt that the American community could really benefit from
listening first-hand to how the work is done within our sector. Furthermore, SAFFI engaged
with some of its work online by publishing declarations of concern by the religious/faith
community regarding the ever-increasing rate at which women are being violated and abused
by their male intimate partners in South Africa. Below is a breakdown of the various SAFFI
programmes and where this work has been located in the 2019/2020 year:
WHERE DOES SAFFI DO THE WORK?
35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

Provincial

TACGBV

1

SAFFI Model

17

Psychosocial Support

1

Men's Work

3

Advocacy

10

National

International

Online

5

3

2

3
Advocacy

Men's Work

Psychosocial Support

SAFFI Model

TACGBV

When considering that advocacy and the SAFFI Model were strategies in which majority of the
work took place in the 2019/2020 year, it was of interest to observe what activities constituted
each strategy respectively. Below, the strategies highlighted in the table above are discussed
in more detail.
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1 THE SAFFI MODEL
The SAFFI Model comprised of workshop/training activities as well as technical mentoring
and support services which were mainly implemented through the SAFFI Religious Leaders’
Forums on Gender-Based Violence (RLFGBV).
WHAT CONSTITUTED THE WORK OF THE SAFFI MODEL?

25%

45%

30%

Stakeholder Engagement/Strengthening

1.1

Training/Workshops/Process

Support Services & Technical Support

Capacity Strengthening: The SAFFI Sensitizer Workshop and 5-Day
Domestic Violence Pastoral/Spiritual Care Training for Religious Leaders

SAFFI with the Abathunywa Minister’s Fraternity, Gugulethu & Khayelitsha
at the start of their 5-Day Training at UWC
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SAFFI facilitated five (5) Trainings/Workshops reaching a total of 122 Participants.
PARTICIPANT GROUP

SENSITIZER

5-DAY DV
TRAINING

Abathunywa Minister’s Fraternity

18

Atlantis Religious Leaders

19

Methodist Church of Southern Africa (Cape of
Good Hope Synod Gender Desk)

10

Methodist Church of Southern Africa Clergy (Cape
of Good Hope District)

75

1.2
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The SAFFI Religious Leaders’ Forum on Gender-Based Violence

SAFFI facilitated its regular RLFGBV sessions in Atlantis and Khayelitsha. In addition, we
established a RLFGBV WhatsApp Group for Religious Leaders who are part of the Atlantis,
Khayelitsha, and Abathunywa Minister’s Fraternity. The graph below depicts how many
RLFGBV sessions were held in Atlantis and Khayelitsha.
The technical support and mentoring that was offered in these spaces took an approach that
displayed appreciative inquiry into the resources, skills, knowledge, and wisdom within the
respective RLFGBV groups. The aim was to illuminate and draw on the existing resources
within the space.
The following topics at the various RLFGBV sessions included:
	Foreign Nationals, Migrants & Refugees in Atlantis: Faith, GBV & Socio-economic
justice. What role does Faith play?
Reflection on Grief and Bereavement
Misuse of Power, Religious Leaders & Women of Faith (Case Studies)
Reflections on Women’s Month and our Faith as a Resource
	Special presentations by stakeholders (Dr Evelyn Parker, SAFCEI, Cape Town Drug
Counselling Centre, Reverend Arnold Alexander on the Family, World Vision)
Introduction into Advocacy & Peer Case Clinics
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An invitation of a RLFGBV session co-facilitated by Pastor Blaise Buyulu, a
member of the SAFFI-Atlantis RLFGBV

1.3

Support Services/Psycho-Social Support

Feedback from Religious Leaders during the RLFGBV sessions indicated that there was an
additional need for support for Parents of Faith. In response to a child who committed suicide,
troubled parent-child relationships, and spousal loss, a Parents of Faith support group to assist
parents was established.

SAFFI with Parents of Faith, Atlantis
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2 ADVOCACY

The chart below reveals that advocacy took place in the form of conferences or campaigns,
public education and awareness sessions, stakeholder engagements, national legislative/
policy processes, and roundtable discussions.
WHAT CONSTITUTED SAFFI'S ADVOCACY WORK?

9%
4%

41%

23%

23%

Conference/Campaign

2.1

National Legislative/Policy Process

Public Ed & Awareness

Roundtable

Stakeholder Engagement

Advocacy at international level

SAFFI’s long standing relationship with GBV colleagues and programmes in the USA resulted
in a two-month field visit programme which included our participation in various conferences,
speaking engagements and lectures across several states including Mississippi, San Diego,
New Jersey, Boston and New York City in the USA during this year in review.
The main focus of the USA trip was
also to strengthening and grow SAFFI’s
relationships with Africans in the Diaspora.
We were delighted to have been hosted by
Dr Oliver Wiliams and the African American
communty as well as by Dr Traci West at
Drew University in New Jersey.
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SAFFI’s work and research were also presented at the 24th International Summit on Violence,
Abuse & Trauma Across the Lifespan: Unifying Voices Against Violence & Abuse hosted by the
Institute on Violence, Abuse and Trauma (IVAT), the Family Violence & Sexual Assault Institute
(FVSA) and the National Partnership to End Interpersonal Violence Across the Lifespan (NPEIV).
Lastly, with the help of colleagues, Fernandos and Juan Carlos, SAFFI’s work was shared at
Howard University and with colleagues at CONNECT in New York.

SAFFI represented at the 3rd Annual Soaring into the Future with Visionaries’
Voices Conference, USA

2.2
2.2.1

Advocacy at national level
The National Strategic Plan on Gender-Based Violence and Femicide

SAFFI did not neglect its national campaigns. We were honoured to have participated in the
two-part designing and drafting process pertaining the National Strategic Plan on GenderBased Violence & Femicide (NSP on GBVF) as this will affect the lives of women in South Africa
directly. During these consultations, we emphasize the need to focus on faith and culture as
resources in curbing GBVF in the South African context. We also share the lessons learned
from our work and research.

SAFFI at the workshop hosted by the Presidency on the Design & drafting of
the GBVF National Strategic Plan
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SAFFI at a session hosted by the Presidency: Towards a GBVF National
Strategic Plan: Theory of Change Workshop

2.2.2

Child Protection Week

During National Child Protection Week, SAFFI, in partnership with the Western Cape Child
Protection Collaborative, The Guardian, and SaferKidsZA, implemented a vetting/screening
campaign as part of our role on the steering group of the Western Cape Child Protection
Collaborative, a provincial/local advocacy movement focused on the safeguarding of children.

SAFFI mobilised ten Stakeholders (Pollsmoor Correctional Facility Officers working with Women and
Children and NGO workers) and Religious Leaders working with children to get screened against the
Sexual Offenders and Child Protection Registers.
SAFFI staff
being screened
against
the Sexual
Offenders and
Child Protection
Register as
part of the
Western Cape
Child Protection
Collaborative
campaign.
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2.2.3

National Women’s Month

During National Women’s Month, SAFFI participated in the Artscape’s Annual Women’s Arts
Festival.

SAFFI’s Religious Leaders and Women of Faith represented at the Annual
Women’s Arts Festival hosted by the Artscape.

2.3
2.3.1

Advocacy at provincial and local level
Discussions at Parliament

As part of SAFFI’s capacity strengthening programme, we included Religious Leaders when
invited to legislation and policy discussions at Parliament. During this year, we were able to
invite Religious Leaders to the Ministry of Women Budget Speech as well as the Department
of Police Budget Speech.
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3 MEN’S WORK
3.1

Men Affirming Dignity (MAD) Initiative: Interviews with Men

In preparation for the official Men Affirming Dignity (MAD) Initiative Launch, SAFFI continued
to capture the life stories of men on the Cape Flats. The initiative seeks to amplify the ways
in which men on the Cape Flats have and still do affirm dignity within their personal spaces
and intimate relationships. We are thankful to the American Corner, who collaborated with
us and provided the technical infrastructure and resources to be able to capture these life
stories professionally. As SAFFI works toward the MAD Exhibition in partnership with the Iziko
Museum, it continues to drive this particular work in creative ways.

3.2

Men Affirming Dignity (MAD) Initiative: Book Launch and Panel Discussion

As part of MAD Initiative, SAFFI hosted a visit from Mr. Leroy Tau, author of Confessions of a
Broken Man. In partnership with Leroy and St Anne’s Home where women who are abused and
their children are accommodated; SAFFI offered a public education and awareness session with
the home’s residents.
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As part of Leroy’s visit to Cape Town, SAFFI, in partnership with the Artscape, helped to launch
his book in Cape Town. The event saw a stunning panel comprised of Mr Leroy Tau, Dr Ruben
Richards (Patron of the SAFFI MAD Initiative and author of Bastaards or Humans), Mr. Lorenzo
Davids (CEO of the Western Cape Community Chest), and Councillor Elton Jansen (CoCT official
and New Birth Ministries singer and music artist, Mapumba Cilombo). In addition, local gospel
and secular musicians formed part of the programme to emphasise the important role that
music has played in the lives of men who have and continue to affirm dignity in their intimate
relationships.

4 RESEARCH AND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
4.1

Interventions for Male Perpetrators of Intimate Partner Abuse

SAFFI’s Executive Director and PhD candidate at the UWC Desmond Tutu Centre for Spirituality
and Social Justice, will be conducting research on the current interventions for male perpetrators
of intimate partner abuse. Ms Petersen’s research will form part of the existing groundwork
that SAFFI has already laid to inform the development of the training resources for Religious
Leaders.
4.2

Visiting Fulbright Scholar, Dr Evelyn Parker

SAFFI was honoured to host Dr Evelyn Parker, who spent six months with SAFFI as she
worked on a research project titled Role of Religious Leaders in Preventing and Intervening in
Teen Dating Violence in South Africa. As part of her time in South Africa, Dr Parker joined SAFFI
at RLFGBV sessions and presented on pertinent theological issues related to intimate partner
abuse and GBV.

Dr Parker presenting at the Khayelitsha Religious Leaders’ Forum on GBV
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5 SAFFI THEOLOGICAL
ADVISORY COUNCIL
ON GBV (TACGBV)
Dr Miranda Pillay of the Christian Faith Tradition,
and a member of the SAFFI TACGBV, presented
on her work – including her involvement with
SAFFI at the discussion with Women Zone on the
topic of Faith and Feminism.

TACGBV members are also involved in
and support the advocacy work of SAFFI.
This was reflected when Tahirih Mathee,
member from the Baha’I Faith, joined
SAFFI at the Parliamentary Meeting to
discuss the Budget Speeches.

6 CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

The core SAFFI team are all currently engaged in their tertiary studies. The efforts to continue
expanding our understanding and knowledge on the issues related to SAFFI’s vision, mission,
and mandate are supported through our studies. SAFFI is committed to developing and cocreating resources and materials that – through sound research practices – are grounded in
empirical evidence.
SAFFI’s Executive Director, is currently doing her PhD that focuses on how faith influences the
current interventions for male perpetrators of intimate partner abuse. In addition, Lynn-Joy
Isaacs, SAFFI’s training and programme development manager, concludes her Master’s Degree
in Child and Family Studies with a focus on parental involvement during late adolescence.
Finally, Katie Roman, SAFFI’s fieldworker and facilitator, embarked on her tertiary studies at
the Cornerstone Institute in Sociology, focusing specifically on leadership and community
development.

7 CONCLUSION

We are continuously in awe when we reflect on the work we have been able to do on an annual
basis. This year challenged us as an organisation on many levels. Despite the challenges, we
believe that the continued support of partners and friends made provision for SAFFI to be able
to remain aligned to its mission.
We thank all who have been part of making this year a fruitful one!
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This report reflects on programme activities,
training and events during the period March
2020 – February 2021
No one could have imagined that the 2020/2021 year would begin with
the news of the spread of a virus that would set in motion a global
pandemic; entirely changing the way we work and the how we think
about the work of SAFFI within the sector.
The Novel Coronavirus disease, COVID-19, hit South Africa on the 5 March
2020. By midnight on the 26 March 2020, South Africa went into a level 5
national lockdown which restricted the movement of people, goods and
business operations, and prohibited public transport amongst a number
of other actions. During this time, the sector focusing on gender-based
violence (GBV) was concerned as not all activities would be able to
continue as usual, leaving many individuals and target populations at
high risk.
During the national lockdown, the situation regarding GBV in South
Africa looked bleak. In addition to the COVID-19 pandemic, President Cyril
Ramaphosa stated that there was another pandemic that was raging in
our country: Gender-based Violence (GBV). Deprose Muchena, Director
of Amnesty International for East and Southern Africa expressed that
the COVID-19 pandemic has prompted an escalation in gender-based
violence against women and girls in Southern Africa which was evidenced
by an increase in assaults, attacks, and murders of women by their
intimate partners. We only have to be reminded of the brutal murder of
Tshegofatso Pule, a 28-year old eight month pregnant woman.
SAFFI had to continue its critical work, but how? The work we do is
so personal, so sacred, and requires deep and authentic connection
with Religious and Faith Leaders. How could SAFFI continue this
accompaniment without actually being in contact with those whom we
serve?
This training report hopes to reflect the way in which SAFFI was able to
continue fulfilling its vision and mission during this extremely challenging
time of not only nation-wide, but global isolation, grief, and loss.

1 CAPACITY STRENGTHENING
Training/Workshops
Upon request from the Moravian Theological Centre, Athlone, SAFFI
facilitated the only in-person Sensitizer Workshop with 13 of their
theology students – some of whom were practicing and seasoned
ministers already. The aim of this workshop was to introduce the
theology students to the complex faith dimensions of intimate partner
abuse and gender-based violence.

The majority of the participants indicated
that they were not knowledgeable about
the Cycle of Violence. A male participant
disclosed that he was finally able to make
sense of what he had experienced as
a child growing up in his family home.
Another female participant shared that
she realised how she had been judging her
mother without recognising the different
stages of the cycle and that now, she
would be able to better respond to her
mother’s situation.

2 SUPPORT SERVICES
Taking the work online was definitely the modus operandi of SAFFI’s support services during the
2020/2021 year.
WhatsApp was SAFFI’s main platform through which support services were provided.
Religious leaders indicated that this platform was the most affordable and accessible.
Programmes within support services included
the SAFFI Religious Leaders’ Forum on
Gender-Based Violence (RLFGBV) WhatsApp
Groups, psychosocial support when required,
and at times, physical support. While SAFFI’s
mandate is not to provide physical support, the
times called for extraordinary measures. SAFFI
partnered with organisations and individuals to
mobilise and coordinate resources to various
communities and individuals.
A total of 60 women in Atlantis received
sanitary, hygiene and safety packs through
SAFFI’s efforts to partner with 2030UP!, an
organisation that aims to support black women
in entrepreneurial endeavours.
Atlantis is regarded as a hotspot for gang
violence and therefore, these packs included safety resources such as rechargeable torches and
whistles for the women assigned to distribute the packs to the other women.
In further efforts to assist Religious Leaders in Khayelitsha, SAFFI partnered with Empowerment
Network Solutions to mobilise and coordinate resources in the form of food parcels to two leaders
running community kitchens from their own homes during the height of the COVID-19 lockdown.
Through two individual SAFFI supporters, funds were raised to purchase a brand new two-plate gas
stove for one of the Religious Leaders in Khayelitsha, who up until that point, had been using a small
counter-top stove to run the community kitchen.
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In addition, regular check-in sessions and
messages of encouragement were facilitated
on the various RLFGBV WhatsApp platforms.
Some of the comments/responses by Religious
Leaders about how COVID-19 had impacted and
challenged them personally and in their ministry
were recorded:

There are
moments of peace
and moments of
concern...

I also need
encouragement

I have to re-think
how I do my work
now as a lot of it is
online now

It has been a pretty
stressful time
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We are being
tested as leaders to
see if we are called for
this work

This is a very
testing time
for me

Not everyone has
data/Wifi to connect
to online platforms

Not everyone is
on social media

Feeling torn
between
family and
congregation

Religious Leaders were continually supported with how to use these online platforms and in most
cases, were sponsored the data to join SAFFI online conversations, dialogues, and events.
Religious Leader’s Forum on Gender-Based Violence (RLFGBV)
During the COVID-19 lockdown, the RLFGBV WhatsApp platform was where we could continue to
remain connected and engage on the issues pertaining faith and GBV. Articles and case studies
were presented and discussed. The impact of this particular capacity strengthening exercise was
three-fold: First, it provided technical support and mentoring as Religious Leaders professionalise
their pastoral/spiritual care services to their Faith and wider community members. Secondly, it
provided the Religious Leaders with a space in which to debrief regarding some of the horrific GBV
incidences that took place during the COVID-19 lockdown. Third, these efforts sharpened SAFFI’s
competency in diversifying how we provide technical and mentoring support to Religious Leaders
and Faith Communities.
The following case studies and articles were presented to 56 Religious Leaders via the SAFFI
RLFGBV WhatsApp Groups in order to continue our technical support to the Religious Leaders:

TOPIC/FOCUS

TYPE

1

“Perpetrators of GBV don’t have a specific personality type” (Retrieved from http://hdl.handle.
net/20.500.11910/15941)

Article Discussion

2

Luvoyo Kota, husband of Nosandiso Kota, set his home Case Study Discussion
alight with his wife and 9 children inside. The parents
and five-year old daughter succumbed to their injuries
in Mfuleni, Western Cape (Retrieved from https://www.
news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/parents-of-5year-old-girl-killed-in-cape-town-fire-die-from-seriousburn-wounds-20200519)

3

Drawing parallels between the cases of George Floyd in
the USA and Collins Khosa in SA to highlight the misuse/abuse of those in positions of power/authority.

4

Tshegofatso Pule, 28 year old 8-months pregnant wom- Case Study Discussion
an murdered by intimate partner (Roodepoort,Gauteng);

Case Study Discussion

Naledi Phangidawo, 25-year old murdered by man at a
Cultural Festival (Mossel Bay, Western Cape);
Altecia Kotjie, 27 year old mother of 7-year old daughter,
Raynecia killed by intimate partner after she unsuccessfully attempted to obtain a protection order (Belhar,
Western Cape).
5

Reflecting on the deaths of Uyinene Mrwetyana, 19
years old (Western Cape) and Cynthia Sithole, 41 years
old (KZN).

Case Study Discussion

6

City of Cape Town Councillor Raphael Martin charged
with raping a 13-year old teenage girl (Western Cape).

Case Study Discussion
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7

Nomvuzo Atoll, 22 year old woman found in rubbish bin
(Philippi, Western Cape).

Case Study Discussion

8

Article on “We are the problem: Why men in these Cape
Town townships are taking a stronger stand against
GBV” (Retrieved from https://www.news24.com/
news24/SouthAfrica/News/watch-were-the-problem-why-these-cape-town-men-are-taking-a-standagainst-gender-violence-20201210)

Article Discussion

9

Provincial guide to cultural & religious practices and
observances in managing COVID-19 fatalities in the
Western Cape (Western Cape Govt.).

Govt. Document Discussion

10

Government’s working relationship with Religious
Leaders & Training so that churches can become
self-isolating centres.

Popular Opinion Discussion

SAFFI is intentional about providing technical support to Religious Leaders on the issues of GBV.
Case studies have proven to be a very effective method to use during the RLFGBV sessions. It is
interactive and provides a safe space in which Religious Leaders can apply the principles and skills
learnt during the SAFFI training to address the challenges related to GBV.
During these online RLFGBV sessions, case studies were presented, and thereafter, discussions
were facilitated regarding the contributing factors that led to the act of violence, the faith-based
responses, and the course of action that proceeded. Religious Leaders were encouraged to reflect on
the resources within their faith as well as the skills and tools they learnt about during the trainings
when they deal with these kinds of incidences in their context. Often, Religious Leaders would share
sacred texts/scriptures that spoke to how one could deal with the incidences of intimate partner
abuse.
A Religious Leaders shared on how he would respond to a situation whereby a form of abuse or
intimate partner violence had taken place:
“I will stand behind the victim’s family if they were in my
congregation. I will even rally the congregation to stand behind
them. They need your support on this instance. A man of his
stature should learn that his authoritative power means nothing
if he has misused it. The family needs all the support they can
get, give it to them…I will support until the court has proven
otherwise…even if he was proven innocent on technicality, that
does not mean she lied” – Religious Leader 1.
Religious Leaders also shared some interesting reflections on what would drive someone to murder
his entire family as in the case study of Luvoyo Kota.
“I don’t want to speak politics, but sometimes our judicial
system is a failure, protecting the cruel persons – they can do
it over and over and over…in your street people don’t treat their
children with respect but if you talk to the children in your street,
the parents want to attack you…prayers are not enough – don’t
protect the wrong doing of our children – Woman of Faith 1.
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“I think people lack to see the bigger picture. That person who
they with are the one determining the atmosphere, When you
laugh, when you cry. When you eat and when you sleep. And
families become so dependent on him that they lack to see the
abuse in the whole relationship” – Religious Leader 2.
“Difficult to say, can be psychological or trauma that is
experienced – Woman of Faith 2.
In addition, a common challenge to fully support victims of GBV shared by Religious Leader 2 was
that “…people makes an appointment with me for counselling because of the abuse they face
– on the day of the appointment they would cancel cause they have something else to attend
to. Not regarding their situation as urgent anymore”.
Religious Leaders reflected the need to “work with families” and wondered why “we have mothers
get-togethers but what about the dads?”

3 SACRED CONVERSATIONS & DIALOGUES
In addition to the WhatsApp platform, Zoom and Facebook were platforms whereby SAFFI facilitated
and participated in some of the conversations and dialogues.
SAFFI facilitated and participated in the following conversations:
As part of a long-standing partnership between SAFFI and the Methodist Church of Southern Africa
(MCSA) Cape of Good Hope District, we participated in a conversation focused on Gender-Based
Violence on the Cape Methodist Facebook Page. Over 1000 individuals following the Cape Methodist
Facebook Page viewed this conversation online while it reached 95 SAFFI Facebook Page followers.
In addition to facilitating and participating in conversations and dialogues, SAFFI attended and invited
Religious Leaders to numerous online conversations and dialogues. One such conversation was on
addressing the matters of Patriarchy and GBV between prominent women theologians and scholars
in the church and Arcbishop Dr Thabo Makgoba.
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4 CAMPAIGNS, CONFERENCES,
EVENTS & WEBINARS
Every year, SAFFI participates in campaigns that pertain to the issues of GBV. This year, all activities
were hosted online!
Not all SAFFI campaigns require a special day or month – we see the work as ongoing and at
any point, campaigns may take off! As a point of reference let’s take a look at how three Religious
Leaders of the Abathunywa Minister’s Fraternity, who have completed the SAFFI Training, and who
are part of the SAFFI RLFGBV WhatsApp Platforms participated in our Poster Campaign advocating
faith as a resource in the transformation of intimate relationships:
Facebook Analytics of SAFFI Poster Messages from Religious Leaders on GBV/DV
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11

6
Rev Marimani

Engagements

Bishop Zama Mfihlo

Reverend Xolile Marimani

Another wonderful digital message that came from a member of the SAFFI RLFGBV, Khayelitsha,
was that of Pastor Khawulesile Msele who, in partnership with SAFFI, created a short live video of
how he engages with his intimate partner and shares responsibilities within their household.
SAFFI aims to continue to partner with Religious Leaders in the design and production of contextuallyinformed resources and materials. We believe it affirms that all people offer insight, knowledge, and
wisdom into these spaces. It is such insights, supported by research that we intentionally elucidate
in the SAFFI materials that is put out into the world.
Apart from these more organic campaigns, SAFFI also participated in nationally recognised
campaigns. During the year in review we participated in the following ways:
National Women’s Month
Freedom and Inclusivity for All Humanity was this year’s theme for the Artscape’s annual Women’s
Humanity Arts Festival as part of National Women’s Month. Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,
the Festival went online in the form of live and pre-recorded events. SAFFI’s annual participation
included eight digital pre-recorded messages by the following Women Faith Leaders that are all
available at http://saffi.org.za/publications/

Bishop Nontuthuzelo
Basela (Christian Faith)

Chief Rachel Cloete (Khoi
and San Faith Tradition)

Khanya Macwili (African
Spirituality)

Bishop Yvette Moses
(Christian Faith)

Batool Haider
(Islamic Faith)

Nita Makanjee
(Brahma
Kumaris)

Elizabeth Hoorn
Petersen (SAFFI)

Tahirih Mathee
(Bahai Faith)
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These women’s messages titled GBV Perpetrators: A Faith Response from SAFFI were shared
to its social media platforms, Facebook and WhatsApp. The digital messages reached the following
SAFFI Facebook audience numbers:
Facebook Analytics of GBV Perpetrators: A Faith Response from SAFFI
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16 Days of Activism of No Violence Against Women & Children
The SAFFI 16 Days of Activism Campaign was robust consisting of numerous rich collaborations with
partners such as the Iziko Museums, the various Religious Leaders, as well as the Ford Foundation.

	
Partnering with the Ford Foundation, SAFFI participated in a 16 Days of Activism
Conversation on the topic: What are the threats and opportunities religion & tradition can
have on GBV programming?

	
Another ongoing partnership with the Iziko Museum led to a wonderful collaboration on the
launch of their Tata Madiba Virtual Exhibition Conversation Station whereby SAFFI presented
as a guest on their podcast which can be accessed at https://www.iziko.org.za/podcast.
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SAFFI has always viewed the Religious Leaders whom we journey alongside as partners!

We were delighted to be able to jointly facilitate three 16 Days of Activism WhatsApp
Conferences with the SAFFI Religious Leaders’ Forum on GBV (RLFGBV) with the Atlantis,
Abathunywa Ministers’ Fraternity, and Khayelitsha Communities. SAFFI invited Religious
Leaders from each of the WhatsApp Groups to present/facilitate a part of the interactive
programme. The following topics/sessions were presented by Religious Leaders:
o

Opening Prayers (Pastor Dawid Wagenstroom, Pastor Mbali, Reverend
Ntambozoxolo Nkomo)

o

Spiritual Reflection (Pastor Peter Adams)

o

Presentations (Celebrating Families by Annie Petersen, Intersections of GBV
and Faith by Bishop Nontuthuzela Basela, Prison Ministry & GBV by Pastor
Khawulesile Msele)

As part of the 16 Days of Activism WhatsApp Conferences, SAFFI facilitated a case study discussion
with the Religious Leaders on the fresh case of Lucas Phasha, the man abused his partner for years
and who eventually brutally murdered his four children during the 16 Days of Activism in Limpopo.
For those Religious Leaders who had already completed the SAFFI Training, a refresher on the Cycle
of Violence was facilitated as part of this session.
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In closing, the Unite in Activism for No Violence Against Women, a 16-Day Bible Study
Programme developed by SAFFI’s Theological Advisory Council on GBV member, Dr Miranda
Pillay, was shared with all 56 members of the respective RLFGBV WhatsApp Groups (https://
fb.watch/1-4pl2oYtj/). With Dr Pillay’s permission, this bible study was also shared on SAFFI’s
social media platforms for those who were unable to attend the session.
Online Events & Webinars
SAFFI also included all Religious Leaders by inviting them to online events and webinars –
something that had become overwhelmingly popular because of the context of COVID-19.
Some Religious Leaders responded by attending the following two online engagements:

	
Economies of Violence, a public lecture by one of SAFFI’s long-standing partners based

in the USA, Dr Traci West. This public lecture was hosted by the University of the Western
Cape’s Desmond Tutu Centre for Religion and Social Justice. SAFFI participated in the
programme by introducing Dr West.

	
How seminaries can prepare future pastors to prevent & respond to sexual & domestic

violence, an invitation by Dr Evelyn Parker, a partner and friend of SAFFI to the Sojourner’s
Webinar on Intimate Partner Violence (IPV).

5 MEN’s WORK
Men who perpetrate violence against their intimate partners
One of the objectives of SAFFI’s Men’s Work is the development of the training resource for Religious
Leaders when working with men who perpetrate intimate partner violence/abuse. SAFFI’s approach
is to strengthen the capacity of the Religious Leaders as they provide support and accountability
measures to perpetrators of GBV. Together with the research that are being undertaken in
materializing this objective, we facilitated an online discussion with Religious Leaders from Atlantis,
Gugulethu, Hanover Park, Khayelitsha, and Oudtshoorn to explore what they felt was important to
include in the development of this content. The inputs of the Religious Leaders were invaluable
as we continue to develop contextually sound material for this upcoming training. The comments
below are what Religious Leaders cited as challenges pertaining interventions with men who abuse
their intimate partners:
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Not sure what steps to
take that align with the
legal instruments & the
faith dimensions...

We are trying
our best to
contain &
respond to GBV
cases...

It’s easier to respond
to & assist the victim
but not as clear-cut to
respond to & assist the
perpetrator...

It’s not clear who the
service providers are
for the perpetrators of
GBV/DV/IPV...

Men Affirming Dignity (MAD) Initiative
During the year in review the MAD exhibition material which included finalising interviews and
documenting aspects of the histories of the 14 men were being refined. Furthermore, extensive
work has gone into finalising the exhibition as well as working closely with the Iziko Museums of
South Africa, and various partners in planning for the ensuing official launch. SAFFI has certainly
learned a lot about exhibition curatorship from our colleagues at the museum. With the help and
patience of our colleagues at DEAFSA (Deaf Federation of South Africa) we have learned a lot (and
are still learning) about the intricacies involved in making such exhibitions accessible to people from
within the deaf community.
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6 PUBLIC EDUCATION & AWARENESS
SAFFI engaged in one in-person public education and awareness event in partnership with the
frontline Community Health Care Workers of the Compassionate Action Trust, Lavender Hill.

7 ADVOCACY & RESEARCH
Despite activities pertaining to advocacy being limited during this year, SAFFI continued its efforts to
remain relevant in the area of faith and family. As part of the reference group of the Western Cape
Child Protection Collaborative, a key piece of advocacy that SAFFI undertook during the 2020/2021
years was to help coordinate a joint written submission commenting on the Child Amendment Bill
[B18 – 2020]. A total of 33 organisations, including SAFFI partnered to present to Parliament.
DV Policy Profile of Faith Communities within the SAFFI Religious Leaders' Forum on GBV
WhatsApp Groups

2
1

2

19

No DV Policy

38

Have DV Policy

Started DV Policy

No Response

SAFFI conducted a pilot research exercise to explore how many Faith Communities within the
Religious Leaders’ Forums on GBV had an existing Domestic Violence Policy. A short questionnaire
was distributed to three of the Religious Leaders’ Forum on GBV WhatsApp Groups. Out of the 42
Religious Leaders potentially reached (considering that not all Religious Leaders had data to access
this platform), twenty-four Religious Leaders responded. Their responses were collated in order for
SAFFI to understand more fully how to best provide support services to Religious Leaders who have
completed the SAFFI training.
Furthermore, Religious Leaders responded that they would appreciate support from SAFFI to
develop a DV Policy for their Faith Community:
Breakdown of DV Policy support
12

10

10

8

8

6

4

2
1
0

1
0

0

1
0

Do not have DV Policy & requesting SAFFI
support

Do not have DV Policy & not requesting
SAFFI support

Started DV Policy and requesting SAFFI
support to complete

Have DV Policy but requesting SAFFI
support

RLFGBV 1

10

1

0

0

RLFGBV 2

8

0

1

1

RLFGBV 1

RLFGBV 2

Of those requesting SAFFI technical support to develop a DV Policy for their respective Faith
Communities, RLFGBV 1 revealed a total of approximately 1 255 individuals that would be indirectly
impacted by such a policy while RLFGBV 2 totalled at 1 213 members who would be indirectly
impacted by a DV Policy.
This questionnaire also revealed the various kinds of ministries or programmes that Faith
Communities conduct.
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Ministries/Programmes within Faith Communities of RLFGBV Members
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Of those who responded in both RLFGBV WhatsApp Groups, completion of SAFFI training is indicated
below (taking note that those who have completed the 5-Day Training would have been required to
first complete the SAFFI Sensitizer Workshop):

SAFFI Training completed

8

16

11

Sensitizer

40

5-Day DV Training

No Training

8 RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT & SHARING
SAFFI continues to develop its training resources in consultation with Religious Leaders as they
respond to and assist men who perpetrate violence against their intimate partners (please refer to
point 5 in this report).
SAFFI shared as many online resources during the 2020/2021 year – especially resources and
opportunities to strengthen the capacity of Religious Leaders and their faith communities. Some
of these included topics on leadership development, church community development, and Dr
Pillay’s Unite in Activism for No Violence Against Women’s 16-Day Bible Study (refer to number 4
in this report). Moreover, as part of SAFFI’s commitment to strengthening the capacity of Religious
Leaders as they journey alongside their faith community members, SAFFI also shared resources
that focused on how to facilitate their faith community gatherings online. Many faith community
members – some of whom experience intimate partner abuse – consider their places of worship
as safe spaces and where they are able to access support. SAFFI wanted to ensure that during the
lockdown period, Religious Leaders were still able to remain connected to their faith community
members in the instance that there was such a need.

9 SAFFI THEOLOGICAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
ON GBV
SAFFI presented COVID-19 Lockdown digital messages of encouragement by Faith Leaders on the
SAFFI Facebook Page and our Friends of SAFFI Facebook group.
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Below are the analytics that reflect the number of viewers reached, how many supporters engaged
in the posts and the number of times the posts were shared by SAFFI Facebook subscribers.
Facebook Analytics of COVID-19 Lockdown Digital Messages by Faith Leaders
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10 SOCIAL MEDIA PERFORMANCE
This would be a first for SAFFI to share the reach and engagement on one of its social media
platforms. The COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent impact on how SAFFI interacted with its
partners was both a challenge and an opportunity for the organisation. SAFFI was compelled to lean
into the virtual space to continue to fulfil our vision, mission, and mandate.

People reached

4 635

Engagement

1 616

Link Clicks

58

Comments

43

Shares

80

Reactions

515

Photo Views

278

New Followers

98

Net Followers

73

SAFFI aims to increase the visibility and engagement with its work through these platforms and will
be making a concerted effort to strengthen these tools to spread its work to all those who would
find it helpful.
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11 CONCLUSION
As mentioned at the start of this report, no one could have imagined that the 2020/2021 year would
have turned out this way. We all experienced the shock and impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. The
way in which we thought about our world was shifted entirely! And despite this, SAFFI heeded to
its vision, mission, and mandate. We did not stop our support to our community and partners. We
instead, realised just how critical our work was during these times where many of us felt isolated,
alone, and afraid. This could not have been done without our partners and supporters.
Many Religious Leaders were burdened with the enormous loss – at both a personal and communal
level. Religious Leaders were performing funerals and memorials for so many community members
and still had to continue being there for their own families. SAFFI takes this opportunity to express
our absolute admiration and respect for the Religious Leaders who continued to journey alongside
their faith community and wider community members during these unprecedented times! We thank
those Religious Leaders who engaged with us and each other throughout the pandemic lockdown
on social media platforms despite technical and resource challenges. May we as SAFFI continue the
partnership journey with you as we together, make every effort to ensure that we can live their full
potential in a world that is free from gender-based violence.
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AUDITED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
2019-2020 & 2020-2021
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The Great Commission, Khayelitsha, Cape Town
Avondale Library, Atlantis
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Power Ministries Church, Atlantis
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COMMEMORATIONS OF
RLS WHO PASSED AWAY
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In Commemoration of the Religious Leaders
who passed away during the 2019/2020 year:
We express our deep sadness for the loss of
Brother Isaac Dicgaswi, lovingly known as Bucs
in the community of Oudtshoorn. He attended the
SAFFI training and was a great supporter of the
organisation to the end. May his soul rest in eternal,
heavenly peace.
We are also saddened at the passing of Pastor
Michael Moses who was very involved in youth work
in Atlantis. In the short time that we knew Pastor
Michael Moses when he had started attending
the SAFFI Religious Leaders’ Forum on GBV; he
contributed to the conversation on our faith and GBV
in a meaningful way.

In Commemoration of the Religious Leaders
who passed away during the 2020/2021 year:
We express our deep sadness for the loss of Pastor
Michael Moses who was very involved in youth work
in Atlantis. In the short time that we knew Pastor
Michael Moses when he had started attending
the SAFFI Religious Leaders’ Forum on GBV; he
contributed to the conversation on our faith and GBV
in a meaningful way.
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BANK DETAILS
Account Name:
South African Faith & Family Institute
Bank: ABSA
Cheque Account #: 407 631 5590
Branch Code: 632005
Swift Code: ABSAZAJJ

South African Faith and Family Institute (SAFFI)
@SAFFI_za
www.saffi.org.za
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